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W 
ELCOME TO ST PAUL’S. We are 

glad that you have come to 

worship God with us today. If 

you are a visitor from another parish, or 

worshipping with us for the first time, 

please introduce yourself to our parish 

priest, Fr James Collins, or to anyone 

wearing a name badge, over a cup of tea             

or coffee in the parish hall after the service. 

You’ll find the hall behind the church.  

Included in this issue … 

 Acknowledgement of the Wangal                      p.3                              

people of the Eora Nation  

 Sunday Services        p.6 

 Pantry Stories (3) 2020      p.11  

 How to handle tales of  Conquest     p.  20

      

                                            And Much More... 

   Sunday 16th August 2020          

   HONOURING MARY                         

    MOTHER OF OUR LORD  

   Pentecost XI  

8.00am -    Holy Eucharist 

9.30am -   Procession & Parish Sung Eucharist                         

11.30am - Holy Baptism 

圣公会圣保罗堂欢迎你前来参加我们的英语传

统圣樂圣餐崇拜。 

 

Our parish’s patron is St Paul the 

Apostle who was one of the early 

Church’s missionary leaders.  

A dynamic preacher, he                     

visited communities located 

around the Mediterranean Sea 

and in Asia Minor                               

proclaiming the good news of 

the death and resurrection of              

Jesus Christ.  

OUR LADY OF WALSINGHAM 

From Grand Pulpit Westminster 

Cathedral 
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I am 

who I 

? ? 

First Aid 

Name badges 

Name badges help make St Paul’s an 

inclusive community. If you need a new 

name badge, fill in the form inside the 

pew sheet, send it to the parish office, 

and one will be made and left in church 

for you. 

Toilets 

Toilets are available at the entrance to 

the parish hall, which is  located behind 

the church. 

First aid kits are located on the wall of  

the kitchen in the Large Hall behind  

the church and in the choir vestry. 

Ask a member of the clergy or anyone 

who’s wearing a name badge. We’re 

here to help.  

Still got questions? 

Things you may  

In case we  

need  to evacuate 

As you take your place in your pew, 

please make yourself aware of the route 

to the nearest emergency exit. Should 

there be a fire, leave quickly, turn right, 

and assemble by the roundabout on 

Burwood Road.  

Getting inside 

People needing wheelchair access can 

enter St Paul’s most conveniently by the 

door at the base of the belltower. 

Switch it to silent ! 

Please turn your mobile phone off or on 

to silent before the service starts. It’ll 

save you much embarrassment later on. 

Children are                      

welcome  

at St Paul’s 

Children are welcome in church at any 

service. There is a selection of 

children’s books and toys at the back of 

the church near the font and there are 

also kids’ activity sheets and pencils 

available at the back of the church  

where the pew sheets and prayer books 

are.  

Children’s Church runs during Term 

Time. Meet at the back of the church at  

the beginning of the 9.30am Eucharist. 

Please feel free to bring your children to 

the altar rail to receive a blessing, or to 

receive Communion if they have been 

admitted to the sacrament.  

Photos  
 

 

Please do not take photos 

inside the church or during the services 

of worship without permission.  
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Acknowledgment of Country 

Acknowledgement of the 

Wangal people of the Eora                    

Nation  

We acknowledge the traditional 

custodians of the land upon which 

we meet. In his wisdom and love, 

our heavenly Father gave this                            

estate to the Wangal people of the 

Eora Nation.  Upon this land they 

met  for generations until the                

coming of  British settlers. As we 

continue to learn to live together on 

these ancestral lands, we 

acknowledge and pay our respects 

to their elders, past, present, and                     

emerging, and we pray that God 

will unite us all in the knowledge of 

his Son, in whom all things were 

created, in heaven and on earth, 

whether visible or invisible — for 

all things have been created 

through him and for him. 

Recognising those who have been 

custodians of this land is not a                      

perfunctory gesture, but an 

acknowledgement that many have 

gone before us and many will come 

after us—we are but passing 

through. As King David stated some 

3,000 years ago: 

We are foreigners and strangers in 

your sight, as were all our                          

ancestors; our days on earth are like 

a shadow, and there is no  abiding. 

(1 Chronicles 29:15) 

The first inhabitants of this land 

were created by God to tend this 

land as stewards of his common 

grace. With only general revelation 

in the created order as their guide, 

they were allotted this land ‘that 

they should seek God, in the hope 

that they might reach out to him and 

find him’, as the apostle Paul                    

declared to his first century                

Athenian audience, ‘for in him we 

live and move and have our                    

being’ (Acts 17:27-28).   

God says through the prophet               

Jeremiah that: “For surely I know the 

plans I have for you, says the LORD, 

plans for your welfare and not for 

harm, to give you a future with 

hope.” (Jeremiah 29:11)   

Because of the Resurrection of               

Jesus Christ our Lord, Christians are 

a people of hope and because we 

are a people of hope we seek to 

work and pray for peace, justice, 

and love for all, including God’s  
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beautiful creation, and to devote ourselves to seeing God’s kingdom 

come on earth as it is in heaven.  

We seek to bequeath God’s beautiful creation to future custodians in a 

far better state than what we inherited so that creation itself and all                 

beings may flourish as God intends. 

Welcome! We are glad that you have found us! 

We affirm that through God’s redeeming love for all, we are one in 

Christ. We respect the inherent and valuable contributions each                

member makes to the Body of Christ. We celebrate our diversity and 

recognize the sacred worth and dignity of all persons of any age,                    

gender, gender identity, gender  expression, race, ethnic origin,                           

economic reality, family  status,  sexual orientation, diverse ability, or     

social status. We believe that through Christ we are being included and 

welcomed by God and one  another. As we journey towards inclusion, 

we proclaim this welcome to all God’s people, especially to those who 

have known the pain of exclusion and discrimination within the church, 

affirming that no one is excluded  or condemned. We invite all persons 

to journey with us as we discover the call of God on our lives through 

the ministries of St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Burwood. To that end, St. 

Paul’s Anglican Church commits to the welcome and inclusion of all  

persons as  children of God and declares itself to be a welcoming                  

community of faith.  

 

 

Bible Readings      Year A    Bible Readings  

at today’s Eucharist            for next Sunday 

Isaiah 61.10-62.3                   The First Reading        Exodus 1.8-2.10                           

Ps 113 or Song of Mary         The Psalm                   Ps 124                                              

Galatians 4.4-7                    The Epistle          Romans 12.1-8                                                      

Luke 2.1-7                           The Gospel               Matthew 16.13-20  
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Sunday Services 

My Dear Friends, 

I hope that you are all well. 

As of the 24th of July the limit on the number of people allowed to                          

attend places of worship and religious gatherings will be 100 people 

whilst still observing the one person per four square metre rule. St Paul’s 

has registered with the NSW Government as a COVID-Safe business.  

Here are the latest rules from the NSW Government: 

https://www.nsw.gov.au/covid-19/what-you-can-and-cant-do-under

-rules 

Congregational singing is not permitted for the time being but the 

words will be included in the Order of Service so that Parishioners can 

hum the words. 

The same stringent hygiene and safety protocols that we have been                  

observing will need to be observed each and every week. 

The following measures will be observed to ensure the safety of all who 

attend these worship Services: 

1. People are quite free to decide not to attend Church or any event as I 

don’t want anyone to feel that they must do something against their will 

(or if they feel that they might compromise another person’s health – 

which is why we have closed down all of our groups). 

 

2. All risk management obligations will be scrupulously  attended to, 

such as observing the  need for hand washing and sanitizing,               

physical distancing, etc. The Holy Water Stoup has  been emptied. 

3. The Greeting of Peace will involve bowing reverently to those one is 

seated close to.                                        

 

News from around St Paul’s 
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4.Communion will be in two kinds (the Priest will intinct the wafers). 

5. There will be morning tea in the Large Hall after the 9.30 a.m.                   

Service and physical distancing and hygiene protocols will be                      

observed. Those attending our morning tea need to be seated                          

and not mingle. 

6. We will fully comply with all  government directives and legal                        

requirements. 

The mid-week Eucharist has resumed on Wednesdays at 10.30 a.m. 

If the situation changes with reference to the government’s directives 

then we will review matters at that point in time. 

With reference to forthcoming high holy days we will be observing: 

 Mary Mother of Our Lord,  Today, Sunday the 16th of August; 

 St Francis’ Day on Sunday the 4th of October; 

 St. Luke’s Day on Sunday the 18th of October; 

 All Saints’ Day on Sunday the 1st of November; 

 All Souls’ Day on Monday the 2nd of November; 

 Christ the King on Sunday the 22nd of November. 

We will make plans for Advent and Christmas closer to the time when 

we know what we are dealing with in terms of permitted numbers and 

space required. 

I hold each of you in my prayers every day and I look forward to seeing 

you again soon. 

With every blessing. 

Peace,                                                       

James. 
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Congratulations to the Newly Baptized! 

Today,  after the 9.30am Service, we will welcome into 

the family of God, the Church, through the Sacrament of 

Holy Baptism, Tehilla Malka and Kathryn Anne Taylor. 

Please pray for Tehilla, Kathryn and their Godparents 

that they may know God’s presence in their lives and be                   

               enfolded with God’s love. 

Thank You from the Trading Table 

Thank you for supporting the Trading Table by buying or donating fresh 

goods for sale. It has been encouraging with the results making $127.25 

last Sunday. Please keep checking what we have each week. Tubes of 

hand sanitizer are still available at a special price of $5 a tube or 2 for 

$8. 

MASKS: homemade cotton masks available at $5 each. There are still a 

few remaining  

Plants: Herbs parsley & mint available for $2 each 

             Flowering Strawberry Plants for                  

      $3 each 

There are few books people might be     

interested in if you are looking for  

something during these pandemic      

times. They will be $1 each and there  

are some new titles now available. 

Check out the DVD’s available $1 each 

The trading table will be set up in the 

hall after the 9.30am service. If  anyone 

from the 8am service would like some 

jams/marmalades please phone Pam 

and she will organize them for you to 

collect. 

Quote of the Week... 

“Let no one come to you               

without leaving better and                

happier.” 

“Be the living expression of 

God’s kindness:                                                                

kindness in your face.                                 

kindness in your eyes.                                                                     

Kindness in your smile.” 

- Saint Teresa of Calcutta                   

Albanian-Indian Roman Catholic 

nun and missionary 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjawpX1iYHZAhXIgLwKHQqQC3YQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.clipartpanda.com%2Fclipart_images%2Fcross-dove-image-vector-clip-28605114&psig=AOvVaw3FwoBqdARlKArK6jdD0ub
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How to care for reusable 

face masks 

How often do you need to wash                

reusable face masks? 

Advice differs on this point. While 

the US Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC) states your 

mask needs to be washed after  

every use, other government                  

websites simply state you should 

wash it “regularly”. 

How often you need to wash a face 

covering is dependent on how                      

frequently you wear it. 

If you’re just taking the occasional 

trip to the pharmacy and                               

supermarket, a weekly wash should 

be appropriate, as long as the mask 

isn’t visibly soiled. If it is soiled, or 

if you’ve been around someone 

with confirmed or suspected 

COVID-19, the face covering should 

be washed immediately after use.” 

How to properly wash your face 

mask 

The simplest way to clean your face 

mask is to toss it in the washing               

machine. 

There’s no need to wash your face 

masks separately, as the govern-

ment says you can wash and dry 

them with your other laundry. Just 

use your normal detergent, follow 

the instructions for the fabric and 

wash it on the highest temperature 

recommended for the fabric. 

Allowing your mask to dry is also 

an important part of the washing                  

process. If you’re using a tumble 

dryer it is suggested to use the 

highest heat setting and leaving in 

the dryer until completely dry. 

If you don’t have access to a dryer 

don’t worry, it is just as effective to 

leave your mask to air dry by                     

laying the mask flat until it is                   

completely dry and, if possible, 

placing the mask in direct sunlight. 

Why is it important to wash                 

reusable face masks? 

Research indicates that fabric, 

when not properly disinfected, is a 

carrier for viruses, like norovirus 

and coronavirus, and bacteria,                  

including E. coli.  Pathogens like 

bacteria and viruses can live on 

cloth fabric for up to 8-12 hours. We 

don’t know what germs we’ve been 

in contact with or how low long the 

germs have been active on the 

cloth fibres, it is crucial to regularly 

wash, sanitise and dry reusable 

face masks. 
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Face mask hygiene tips to reduce 

infection risk 

When wearing a face covering you 

should: 

• wash your hands thoroughly 

with soap and water for 20              

seconds or use hand sanitiser 

before putting a face covering 

on 

• avoid wearing your mask on 

your neck or forehead 

• avoid touching the part of the 

face covering in contact with 

your mouth and nose, as it 

could be contaminated with  

the virus 

• change the face covering if it 

becomes damp or if you’ve 

touched it 

• avoid taking it off and putting   

it back on a lot in quick                     

succession (for example,             

when leaving and entering 

shops on a high street). 

When removing a face covering: 

• wash your hands thoroughly 

with soap and water for 20               

seconds or use hand sanitiser 

before removing 

• only handle the straps, ties or 

clips 

• do not give it to someone else 

to use 

• if single-use, dispose of it               

carefully in a residual waste bin 

and do not recycle 

• if reusable, wash it in line with 

manufacturer’s instructions at 

the highest temperature                   

appropriate for the fabric 

• Wash your hands thoroughly 

with soap and water for 20               

seconds or use hand sanitiser 

once removed. 

75th Anniversary of the end 

of World War II 

The bellringers have had a request 

from the RSL in Australia to ring for 

VP day, as 2020 is the 75th                          

anniversary of the end of WWII. 

We were asked to ring at 12 noon 

(local time) on the 15th of August, 

as the announcement of the end of 

the war in our region was made at 

that time. 

St Paul’s Burwood tolled the tenor 

75 times at midday. This request 

went to all bell towers in Australia & 

New Zealand. Some towers have not 

been ringing due to the restrictions 

of COVID-19 but fortunately our 

tower has been able to ring. 
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Pantry Stories (3) 2020 

Angela arrived at the Pantry quite distraught. Customers sometimes do 

turn up the first time upset and frightened.  She was out of work and               

living in her car.  Only young – not much out of her teens.  Over the next 

few weeks she told her story.   She had left her father’s home never to           

return. Her mother was in a nursing home with a chronic degenerative 

disease which she has suffered from since Angela was 12.  She worked 

as a disability carer.  She had spent much of her adolescence caring for 

her mother as her condition worsened, so she had lots of experience.  

 The car was necessary for the job, as she often needed to transport              

clients and wheelchairs around. But when she lost the last job – they are 

all contracts, these jobs – she didn’t have enough money to pay the rent. 

She suffered from panic attacks.  The last one was when a client’s mother 

looked like her own mother, and she couldn’t cope with that.  She had 

spoken to a psychologist, but you can only access ten consultations over 

a year before you have to pay for them, and she didn’t have any money.  

She had two best friends who were boyfriend and girlfriend, whom she 

loved and trusted.  Eventually the plan was for the three of them to get a 

place together.  She had difficulty getting another job because most 

agencies wanted to see her birth certificate, and that was at her father’s 

place, and he wouldn’t give it to her.   

She could only get a certified copy of her original birth certificate if she 

applied for it through the country where she came from, the embassy 

said.  After a few weeks, one of the agencies took her on without sighting 

the birth certificate, so she had work.   

So by the end of the few weeks we saw her, she was moving into                        

accommodation with her friends and had some new work.  Like most of 

our customers, Angela came through it and had worked things out for 

herself.  But one couldn’t help thinking what a precarious life she was 

leading – that if her mother were to die, even though it was expected,           

Angela would be plunged into another crisis. Or some other event               

triggered her panic attacks, and she could lose her job again. 
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Louise Milligan, author of The Rise and Fall of Cardinal Pell describes the 

eyes of many adults who have been sexually abused as children as PTSD 

eyes. Bob has PTSD eyes.  Bob came to the Pantry when there was only 

myself and one other customer nearby.  Ancient Mariner-like, he                  

proceeded to tell us how, when he was a young boy, he had been raped 

by his next door neighbour every Saturday morning for years.                

Eventually, he worked out how to get away.  When he was eight he was 

able to start Saturday sport, and this saved him, he said.  We only saw him 

a few times.  He hasn’t returned.  I hope he is able to find some peace of 

mind. 

Mary and Martha often came to the Pantry together.  Mary and her son 

lived in a flat where the toilet didn’t work.  The landlord would not fix it. 

She had to save up from her single parent pension to buy a new toilet 

and pay for a plumber to install it.  For six months she and her son used a 

bucket.  The plumber came and installed the new toilet, and when he saw 

how they lived, refused to charge her. She was so thankful and grateful!  

She was most concerned about the toilet because her son was to start 

school soon, and he wouldn’t know how to use a toilet.  Now he would.   

Her friend Martha is also a single parent.  Her son is autistic.  He is non 

verbal and not toilet trained.  He is wilful and sometimes aggressive.                    

He scratches his mother painfully when he doesn’t get his way.  We can 

see that sometime soon he will be too big for her to handle.   

One day Mary came to the Pantry by herself, to ask if she could take 

Martha’s groceries for her?  Martha had gone to pick up her son from the 

special school when she was hit by a car.  Her leg was broken in three 

places and her recovery would take many months.  The son was taken to 

live with his father until Martha  is able to take care of him again.  So               

every week, Mary faithfully gets groceries for her friend, and we get an 

update on her progress. 

Colin lives in a private house with a group of men that he gets on well 

with.  They trust each other and look after each other.  When coronavirus 

hit, we had to change the way we did things at the Pantry.  Many of our 

customers don’t cope well with change.  We tried to minimise                              
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the changes we made, tried to make as smooth a transition as we          

possibly could.  But Colin didn’t cope well with the changes. He didn’t 

understand why he had to stand back, that he couldn’t just go into the 

shed and choose his groceries, like he used to do. He was starting to get 

aggressive, but his friends and I calmed him down enough that he could 

go back to the car and sit.  His friends were so kind and gentle with him.  

They (unnecessarily) apologised for his outburst and picked up the                

groceries for him.  They were all on Newstart -  now -  Jobseeker.  We 

don’t see them anymore because they all currently have enough money 

to buy food.  

All names and some details have been changed. You might read these                 

stories and think that I made them up.  I didn’t. These are the lives of real 

people in our community. 

 

 

 

A photo of Eugene Covid masked helping load the parcels last week  
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Donations and Bequests                   

Over the years the parish has benefited from the generosity of                         

parishioners, not only when they have been active members of the                   

parish, but also at the time of their death. Parishioners are invited to                       

remember the parish in their wills by making a bequest as a thank                 

offering to God and to ensure that generations to come will enjoy                 

worship and fellowship in well maintained buildings.  

Those wishing to make a bequest are invited to do so using these                    

or a similar form of words: " I bequeath the sum of $............ to the             

Rector and Wardens of the Anglican parish of  St Paul, Burwood, to be 

used at their absolute discretion for the charitable purposes of the                   

parish."   

Donations with Tax Deductibility 

If you would like to make a donation to the Parish for the upkeep and 

maintenance of the Heritage building it can be done through the                 

National Trust. 

Cheques can be made out to: 

National Trust of Australia (NSW)  St Paul’s Anglican Church Burwood 

Or                                                                                                                                       

Direct Credit to the above name with bank account details:  

Westpac 

BSB: 032-044                                                                                                                    

Account number: 742 926                                                                                      

Branch: 275 George Street Sydney NSW 

Please contact Pam for more details or place a donation in an envelope 

and label with National Trust donation and include your name for your 

receipt and an address to post it to. Thank you. 
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Raffle 

Raffle tickets are available for purchase $2 each or 3 for $5.  

Another popular Tiffany lamp is available as the main prize along with 

many others.  

Please support this fundraiser as it will not be drawn until we have raised 

a reasonable amount.  

For General Donations 

please use this account                   

details:                  

Account Name: St Pauls Anglican 

Church 

BSB:    032 062 

Account #:   250028 

For Parish Pantry   

AND For Community Choir    

Donations 

please use this account                    

details:                  

Account Name:  Parish Pantry 

Account 

BSB:          032 062                                                  

Account #:         812238 

Please clearly mark whether it is 

for the Parish Pantry or the                    

Community Choir.   

Thank you for your  generosity.  

Offertory - 

Collection given at St Paul’s                 

from  3rd August – 9th August 2020 

and other donations:                                                                           

≈ Offertory:$2660                                                          

≈  Parish Pantry: $380                                                 

≈  Donation for Church Air-Con: $500                                                                                       

 TOTAL OF GIVING: $3540 

Thank you for responding to God’s                    

generous love. 

 

 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.worshiphousemedia.com%2Fmotion-backgrounds%2F83287%2Fshock-wave-offering-loop&psig=AOvVaw301w13sqosQg8EtgGBRn9j&ust=1581729989101000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLDKh87xz-cCFQAAAAAdAAAAAB
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 Genesis 45.1-15; Psalm 133;                                     

 Romans 11.13-32 [33-36];                                        

 Matthew 15.[10-20]; 21-28 

Oddly, today we jump over all of Joseph’s 

experiences in Egypt – from prison to virtual prince 

– and find ourselves towards the end of the story with 

his brothers where he reveals who he is and says he 

was sent ahead by God to ensure his brothers’ continued existence because 

of the famine that has beset the area. Joseph has made meaning out of his 

ghastly experience and forgives his once-murderous brothers.  

 Pray that all those who have life experiences which are horrid can find 

some kind of meaning and thrive, just as Joseph did. 

 Give thanks for the Nippon Se Ko Kai, the Anglican Church of Japan 

Text: Robert McLean © Anglican Board of Mission, 2020 

 READ LEARN AND INWARDLY DIGEST…  

How to handle tales of conquest  

It is dangerous to take certain biblical narratives at face value,                           

says Huw Thomas, Honorary Assistant Curate of Christ Church, Pitsmoor,          

in the Diocese of Sheffield.  

THERE is violence at the heart of Christians’ faith. If they fail to get to 

grips with it, it can grasp them instead. Over the past few months, the                    

lectionary has offered some grim colonialist fare at morning prayer. In 

June, God ordered Joshua to slaughter the children of the promised 

land. In August, those of us who say the Office will skip over David’s 

massacres (2 Samuel 8) as if we are embarrassed by them. But we do 

have a corker on Tuesday: the annihilation of the Amalekite people                    

(1 Samuel 15). 
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Clergy and lay people who have spent months reading such narratives 

may want to reflect on the effect that they have on us, particularly as 

these are not simply conquests: the persistent use of the Hebrew word 

herem indicates utter destruction. We have been having genocide before 

breakfast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the Church of England, schooling in colonialism is a family tradition. 

The curse of Canaan that is carried out in the conquest stories is the very 

one that bishops used, around the time of Edward Colston, to sanction 

slave-trading. They even reversed the logic, finding in chattel slavery 

“proof” of the inspired accuracy of the biblical curse. 

In our day, any such talk of “the land” needs to be tempered by our                  

penitently reminding ourselves that this land is still occupied, and that a 

Davidic annexation in the West Bank is   currently on the cards                           

(News, Comment, 10 July). 

Something of the outlook of biblical land seizure lingers among              

Christians: it manifests itself uncomfortably even in otherwise benign                      

aspects of mission. While there is an aeon of difference to bear in mind 

here, the story of battling and claiming has been passed down the         

An engraving of Moses in prayer during the battle with the Amalekites, 

from The Bible in Pictures by the German artist Julius Schnorr von                   

Carolsfeld (1794-1892) (the engraver was F. Obermann) 
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family. It echoes if we sing the worship song “Our God is                                

greater” (Comment, 8 December 2017), or if we talk about “taking”, 

“claiming”, “winning”, and “victory”. 

The very word “conversion” has an element of violence to it. It depicts 

spiritual growth as a movement over something — like a Dan Biggar 

rugby kick. It has the same sense of superiority, too: the spirituality of 

those who are “won” is largely ignored as an obstacle to the “real” task 

of making the convert. 

The Pentecost initiative Thy Kingdom Come is a great annual prayer 

event, but it reduces these three words to prayer for individual                  

conversions. You can almost imagine Jesus complaining that its            

participants have stolen one of his best lines. How ironic this is when you 

recall that he was put to death because of his resistance to the                     

commodification of religion! 

THE conquering and converting tendencies can be reshaped by the 

same scripture as has been misused, however. 

Starting with the genocide commands, we need to acknowledge that, 

whatever the Bible says, God did not, in fact, say these things. These                  

national myths are not records of history: they are tales spun for the         

people of their authors’ own day. And what spin! Closer to Asterix than 

accuracy, they and their overblown violence spoke to the troubles of 

their generation. We need to acknowledge the fiction and allow that to 

make our hermeneutic the issue — rather than let a dogmatic view of 

scripture leave us pussyfooting around a Pol Pot characterisation of 

God. 

This will then liberate the image of the land to be as inspiring of our 

thinking as it is of the Hebrew Scriptures. The readings that follow will 

recover that sense of gift and dependence on God, and the ambiguity of 

our inhabiting this place and our risk of losing it. These readings will 

then also sound more like the Kingdom that Jesus depicted: in which 

there is filled-out diversity, and we dwell rather than operate as its      

border police. When scripture is read well, the land again becomes “a 
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blessing in the midst of the earth”. 

This way of reading also liberates us to enjoy scripture’s caricatures. 

Next Tuesday, the lectionary shows us a leader who cannot lead because 

he is in thrall to populism. Could that speak to the present day? 

THE notions of claiming the land, of fighting, and of victory have shaped 

the worst of the Church’s worst moments, and influence the present         

residually. But, if we problematise our reading of such passages of                

scripture, and reflect contemporary Christian experience better, we will 

move beyond the “them” and “us” approach that such stories have been 

used to sanction. 

Instead of talking of claiming and winning the land, we will speak of          

receiving and dwelling in it — as receivers with our fellow human be-

ings of the place of God, and as people who are trying to figure out what 

that means in all its fullness. 

So, happy reading! And I make one final recommendation: re-read next 

Tuesday’s story from an Amalekite perspective. 

 

Welcome to intuitional religion 

Tara Isabella Burton talks to Vicky Walker about the growing trend of          

bespoke spirituality 

You write about the “Remixed” in your book Strange Rites: New religions 

for a godless world. Who are they? 

We’re seeing a reimagining of religion as a more individualised, more 

intuitional religion of the self, where people want to mix and match and 

play around with different traditions, belief systems, and practices. 

“Re-mixed” as a cultural phenomenon is intended to capture all of these 

groups: people who are explicitly spiritual but not religious; who belong 

to some tradition or no tradition. 

There are people who say that they are religiously unaffiliated but also 

say they believe in a higher power; and people who say “Yes, I’m     
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Christian,” but also read tarot cards or practise Zen Buddhist                   

meditation, and have a spiritual life that isn’t limited — I call them                        

religious hybrids — to one set of doctrines and practices. 

What’s driving them? 

What I call “intuitionalism”: a focus on the self, on its instincts and               

desires, as being not just fine or acceptable, but cosmically good, in 

tune with the universe. 

This is a trend we see a lot in American religious history and great 

awakenings, including proliferations of Evangelical Christianity, where 

the prevailing religious identity, your Sunday morning in your pews, 

was not intense enough — people were going through the motions, but 

needed a revival of the kind of personal relationship with God, paired 

with an anti-institutionalism: a distrust of authority, dogma, doctrine, of 

a top-down religious approach; again, something with a long American 

religious tradition. 

This contemporary iteration is driven by two factors. The first, and     

perhaps most important, is the internet. I like to say that what the                 

printed book was to the Protestant Reformation, in terms of a religious 

identity and approach to religion that was so wedded to a particular 

technological advancement, so, too, is Remixed religion very much a 

product of the modern internet: the idea that you can take an idea and 

add your own spin to it, that everything should be tailor-made to you, 

and individualised, with a sense of play about “How do I make this my 

own?” 

Do you think technology will make this international?  

I think that things like wellness culture, and a certain vision of self-care, 

have definitely been exported. That said, there is something distinctly 

American about this, data-wise and anecdotally, and, having lived in 

both places, the intensity of spiritual practices here. 

There has been a study, if I’m recalling correctly, that suggests that 

American religious “nones” — people who don’t identify with                      

religion — still score higher on a religiosity metric with questions like 
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“How  often do you pray?” and “How often do you feel a sense of          

wonder in the universe?” than self-identified Christians in Western 

Europe. 

You call it a “Great Awakening” and say that it’s one that you believe 

will stick. 

The fact that we are networked, and we, and the generations that come 

after us, are such generations of the internet, and so culturally                               

informed by it, [means] it would be very difficult to go back to                        

hierarchical models of faith or of faith practice, or the top-down                      

approach of institutions, because, psychologically, we are culturally 

removed from that. 

I say that as someone who is, in many ways, traditionally very                

Christian: I go to a liturgically quite high-Christian, Episcopalian, 

quite Anglo-Catholic church. But I think there is a sense in which 

we’ve got so used to mixing and matching, and creating our own         

everything, that the moment we feel ourselves asked to assent to 

something bigger, to create a community that isn’t determined by our 

desires and our affinities, but, rather, just being next to other humans 

who might not be like us, those things are more difficult, and we don’t 

have a cultural capacity for that in the same way. 

Should we? I certainly think so, and I wouldn’t venture to say that we 

will never get there, or that something won’t happen that shifts it; but 

it’s an uphill battle to resist the pervasive influence of the internet. 

What could the institutional Church learn from what you’ve                     

uncovered? 

The biggest thing is that most people who become religious “nones” 

are not people who are driven out by conservative fundamentalism. 

That is the case for some, particularly people who have been                         

historically marginalised in churches: for example, about 46 per cent 

of queer Americans are unaffiliated (double the national average). 
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But, more broadly, it’s more likely 

that it’s someone whose parents 

didn’t talk about religion that much 

— maybe they ticked a box, went 

to church at Christmas and Easter, 

or on the high holy days, but life at 

home was just, “Eh, be a good            

person, it doesn’t really matter.” 

The breaking away now is not              

people losing their faith, but                   

people no longer thinking it’s                   

important to tick a box when there 

are other things that they could be 

doing. 

The thing we need to learn from 

that, combined with the fact that 

there is still sincere spiritual and 

moral hunger, is that churches 

need to preserve and embrace 

their distinctiveness, including 

their theological distinctiveness. 

They are not going to compete on 

fun, Hillsong aside; they are not          

going to compete on social-media 

presence, or sexy music, or any              

of the entertainment metrics. 

I think the only way that the 

Church moves forward is to say, 

“What we believe is weird, it’s 

pretty weird,” — I’m speaking, 

again, from a Christian’s                        

perspective, specifically — “but a 

guy died and he came back, that 

happened.” 

Preserving that, and saying that we 

are making a real truth claim about 

what happened more than 1000 

years ago in the world, and what 

you glean from that and where you 

move forward, is a product of these 

distinct and sometimes difficult 

theological beliefs. 

If people are going to take Soul 

Cycle classes every day at 6 a.m., 

they’ve clearly got the stamina to 

do hard things; it’s not that people 

don’t want to. If anything, it seems 

that people seek out challenge 

and intensity. So, I think really 

holding to a distinctiveness that 

this is a theology first, and Sunday 

school and coffee hour second, is 

really the only way to go. 

You write: “We do not live in a          

godless world, but in a pro-

foundly anti-institutional one.” 

Where do you think God resides 

now? 

I want to say, everywhere, really, 

but rather that I think that our                   

resistance to institutional models 

of faith can actually be quite a 

good thing, which is to say that 

there is a danger of God being so 

allied with institutions that we do 

tick the boxes, we go in and sit on 
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Sunday, we do everything right, and don’t think seriously about what this 

actually means, about how this should actually affect us. 

I think in many ways, speaking as a Christian, that Christianity has been 

at its best when it’s been a bit counter-cultural, a bit — if not a lot — able 

to combat the error in which it lives, and call to account the Roman                               

Empire; call to account wealth and power. And I think that theological                  

visions that embrace that are bound to be perhaps more pertinent, more 

pressing, than a kind of comfortable stasis. 

This is how spirituality sells 

TODAY’s Remixed millennials are, in many ways, caught between a rock 

and a hard place, at least when it comes to traditional religious ob-

servance. On the one hand, they’re disillusioned with what is, in most 

cases, their parents’ religious tradition, which has failed to provide them 

with a coherent account of meaning and purpose in the world. 

On the other hand, they’re alienated from the political conservatism of 

more hardline denominations, with stances on LGBTQ issues or sexuality 

that an increasingly progressive generation sees as at odds with their 

core values. These values see the self as an autonomous being, the self’s 

desires as fundamentally good, and societal and sexual repression as not 

just undesirable, but actively evil. These Remixed millennials are at once 

attracted to moral and theological certainty — accounts of the human 

condition that claim totalising truth or demand difficult adherence                       

because the challenge is ultimately rewarding — and repulsed by                            

traditions that require setting hard limits on personal, and particularly 

sexual or  romantic, desire. 

That, for better or for worse, is where corporations come in. Increasingly, 

big-budget companies have recognized that there is a gap in the needs 

of today’s Remixed: institutions, activities, philosophies, and rituals that 

manage to be challenging and totalising while also preserving millenni-

als’ need for individualisation and personal, intuitional freedom. It’s the 

dot-com bubble for spirituality, a free marketplace of innovation and     

religious disruption. (Literally. Columbia Business School is currently 
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hosting an incubator designed for “spiritual entrepreneurs”. Those who 

complete a 20-week course get a special Columbia Business School                    

certificate in spiritual entrepreneurship.) 

It’s all but impossible to tell today’s fringe movements from their savvy 

corporate-sponsored counterparts. No sooner does something become a 

viral movement than an ingenious start-up finds a way to recreate it at a 

more profitable price point. The sociologist Ronald Inglehart has called 

this phenomenon the central crisis of “postmaterialism”. In a society 

where we no longer fear securing the basic necessities of life, we                     

gradually adopt a different value system, one dedicated to seeking out 

self-expression and fulfilling personal experiences. 

Consumer-capitalist culture offers us not merely necessities but                           

identities. Meaning, purpose, community, and ritual can all — separately 

or together — be purchased on Amazon Prime. As journalist Amanda 

Hess writes in the New York Times, “Shopping, decorating, grooming and 

sculpting are now jumping with meaning. And a purchase need not have 

any explicit social by-product — the materials eco-friendly, or the                       

proceeds donated to charity — to be weighted with significance.                      

Pampering itself has taken on a spiritual urgency.” 

Self-care has become both a call to emotional authenticity and an ascetic 

challenge: to put in the labour to perfect the body in the service of a soul 

whose emotions, desires, needs, and wants are considered not just valid 

but authoritative. 

Consumer capitalism, and the corporate takeover of the spiritual market-

place, has effected a kind of institutionalisation of practices that, in               

previous decades, were primarily associated with the grass-roots fringe. 

More and more brands, seeking to capitalize on the spiritual gap in the 

market, are packaging and marketing religious and spiritual products, 

finding ways to integrate them seamlessly into lives defined by the            

capitalist machine. 

In 2019, you can use your paycheck to buy witch-branded candles at              

Urban Outfitters, then download Headspace or another meditation app 
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to practice mindfulness on your morning commute. You can pop in to 

SoulCycle, or CrossFit, or an Ashtanga yoga class on your lunch hour. A 

2018 study by the aptly named Virtue — the branding-partnership arm 

of Vice Media — argued that spirituality was the “next big thing” in                    

millennial-focused marketing. “We now think brands should take a step 

further,” Vice’s chief creative and commercial officer Tom Punch told    

attendees at a marketing festival, “thinking more broadly about what 

their role is in society and how they can truly be a force for good in 

people’s lives”. 

MEANWHILE, even brands that don’t offer specifically religious or  

spiritual products are increasingly looking to spiritual traditions to            

improve their bottom line. In the early stages of its development, for 

example, Facebook set up internal “compassion research days”, during 

which they brought in academics from Harvard and Yale to teach                  

employees the benefits of Buddhist compassion so that they could                      

improve the site’s harassment-reporting tools. 

Meanwhile, Google offers its employees “Search Inside Yourself” 

courses, designed to optimize productivity by encouraging Eastern-

tinged meditation. (The company also regularly holds “mindful                     

lunches,” in which employees sit in total silence, save for the sound of 

Zen Buddhist prayer bells.) 

This pseudo-spiritual ethos also reaches consumers directly.                          

Companies are increasingly using political advocacy to sell themselves 

as moral arbitrators. Whether it’s Nike’s advertisements celebrating 

Colin Kaepernick’s decision to “take a knee” in support of the Black 

Lives Matter movement (garnering the wrath of more than a few white             

Evangelical pastors), or Chick-fil-A’s donations to anti-LGBT-marriage 

groups, a growing number of brands are selling not just products but 

values. 

In so doing, they are creating moral universes, selling meaning as an 

implicit product and reframing capitalist consumption as a religious  

ritual — a repeated and intentional activity that connects the individual 

to divine purpose in a values-driven framework. The rise of “woke    
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capitalism” and its reactionary converse is endemic of the way today’s 

new religions interface with the brands that so powerfully promote, reify, 

and profit off them. 

Of course, the rise of spiritual branding would be impossible without 

[another] phenomenon that sets this Great Awakening apart from its                   

predecessors: the dizzying transformations effected by today’s new                     

internet culture. For one thing, it has made geography irrelevant —                  

allowing communities to develop outside the traditional bonds of           

organised community and the dwelling places of traditional institutions. 

It’s telling that among the most culturally significant new holidays in 

America is “Friendsgiving” — having Thanksgiving with your friends                

instead of making the potentially expensive trek back home to see family 

— which went from virtually unknown pre-2013 to a viral marketing term 

with more than a million tagged posts on Instagram in 2018. 

A holiday dedicated to chosen family among largely millennial, largely 

single and childless city dwellers, Friendsgiving represents the degree 

to which millennials in particular have been forced to explore and invent 

an alternative, less rooted societal model than that of their forebears. But 

the internet hasn’t just made us location independent. It has also                          

encouraged us, as consumers with a cornucopia of options, to seek out, 

even  demand, a creative role in designing our own experiences,                               

including spiritual ones. 

‘You can do a sun salutation to the Lord’s Prayer’ 

I HAD a fairly Charismatic Church of England early experience, singing 

worship in my local church, attending Spring Harvest, and, later, Soul             

Survivor. I used to have moments in my room where I felt like the Spirit 

was present with me: almost out-of-body experiences that confirmed for 

me that, whatever God was, it was real. 

By my mid-twenties, I had started practising yoga, as my mother had 

trained as a yoga teacher. She had been 100 per cent against yoga, but 

had her mind changed by her cousin, an ex-Catholic, and embarked on a 

radical path of self-exploration. She still considers herself a Christian, 
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and feels more in tune with God since this journey began. 

I went on to train as a yoga teacher in 2016. The deep sense of under-

standing of myself that yoga brought allowed me to reconnect with the 

sense of the “sacred” in human interaction and our responses to the 

world around us. I found myself naturally gravitating to practices, people, 

and activities that nurtured me, encouraged me, and built my confidence. 

Many of the things church had promised me that following Jesus would 

bring, actually surface now in this yogic practice. I have found it has only 

strengthened my faith with God. After all, you can do a sun salutation to 

the Lord’s Prayer — it fits perfectly! 

I feel I have grown in my knowledge of God, and my personal faith feels 

more resolute and true, rather than being dictated to me by church lead-

ers. I am deeply impacted by the Iona community. I’m part of a communi-

ty group where we read the Northumbria Community’s prayer and litur-

gy, come together in community to discuss spiritual practices, and give to 

our local community through social action. 

I would not describe myself as a Christian in name, any more, but as 

someone exploring her spirit. I do still pray actual prayers to God, and, 

bizarrely, still speak in tongues sometimes. 

When I do, a supreme sense of God’s peace descends, and I truly feel 

like God is there with me. I feel like I have spoken from my soul; that my 

heart has uttered what it could not find the words for, both in sorrow but 

also supreme joy and love for God and for life. 

Louise 

a media professional in her thirties, living in London 

‘A deity who doesn’t ask much’ 

FROM my experience of researching faith among younger people in the 

UK, it is apparent that spirituality is a fuzzy concept. In fact, the word 

“spiritual” doesn’t seem to mean much to young people, with few linking 

it to ideas of God or faith. 
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There is a sense that anything            

related to deep personal                          

experience is intrinsically good, in 

contrast to the Christian framework 

holding some spiritual realities as 

good, and other spiritualities as 

bad. In our No Questions Asked             

research, we found little difference 

between those who were part of a  

faith group or religion, including 

Christians, and those who weren’t, 

in terms of their attitudes towards 

spirituality and God. 

Despite this, almost all we spoke to 

said they prayed, though “prayed” 

to whatever or whoever represent-

ed help and meaning for them. US 

researchers coined the term 

“moralistic therapeutic deism” in 

2005 to describe the idea of a              

benign but loving God, attractive 

and loosely defined, that helped               

individuals lead a “good” life. 

This God is deistic in the sense that 

they don’t ask much of me, and they 

are largely irrelevant to my life. 

How I live, and the various forms of 

spirituality I engage with, are   

therefore not hugely important: this 

God still loves and accepts me. 

This fits into a picture of a more 

generalised approach to spirituality. 

In recent years, mainstream UK            

media, particularly aimed at wom-

en, have promoted activities such as 

witchcraft and yoga as meaningful 

practices, which are presented as 

enhancing, or even central, to a     

person’s well-being, and able to               

replace religion, which is dismissed 

as outdated and unnecessary. 

If all forms of spirituality are                  

perceived to be good, and life is 

just generally about being moral, 

then it is unsurprising that we are 

seeing more hybrid spiritual                                   

practices, even among Christians. 

Dr Phoebe Hill                                                           

Director of Theology at Youthscape 

‘An alternative identity’ 

CHRISTIANITY has often disembod-

ied women in particular,                                           

encouraging them to live in a way 

that’s detached from their physical 

selves and realities. Alternative 

spiritual expressions can mean                            

reclaiming power over your body 

and life. 

Where I live, in north-west England, 

I’ve come across a number of 

younger women with a strong                

attachment to Gaia and ancient 

witchcraft practices. It seems to be 

a part of establishing an alternative 

identity: rejecting Western beauty 
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ideals and finding powerful stories that make sense to them. 

They’re happy to play around with binaries and look for alternatives to 

institutional ideals. But it’s not just the structures that may be leading to 

many of these young women rejecting Church. There’s also a sense that, 

in surrendering themselves to God, they are losing the tiny pieces of 

power they have. 

Rachel Gardner                                                                                                                

President of Girls’ Brigade England and Wales 

Idiosyncrasies evolving in isolation  

Lockdown prompted Simon Stubbings to draw some unexpected                

parallels 

AS CHARLES DARWIN famously discovered, isolation caused finches in 

the Galapagos to take on distinctive appearances and characteristics to 

conform to their environment. Theology transplanted abroad may   

isplay similar traits. 

Isolation was a feature of life for 19th-century missionaries — indeed, an 

isolated sanctuary in which to practise their religion was sometimes        

actively sought. Anglo-Catholics in England suffered under measures 

such as the Public Worship Regulation Act 1874, whose purpose, as         

described by the Prime Minister Disraeli, was to “put down Ritualism”. 

Several clergy who defied it were imprisoned. This may have enhanced 

the appeal of the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa (UMCA). 

Once abroad, UMCA missionaries were determined that the Anglican 

Church should conform to Catholicism. They took steps to protect their 

practices from taint by both “liberal” trends in Britain and local                          

influences abroad. They aspired to an entity that would embody the 

characteristics that they looked for in the Church of England while also 

conforming to an African environment; but attempts to create such            

theological finches were frustrated by contradictions in their                         

backgrounds. 
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Although the UMCA was generally racially tolerant, racial attitudes may 

have played a part. The UMCA held that “Africa could be converted only 

by Africans,” and it trained priests and teachers for that purpose. One of 

its bishops, William Lucas, was concerned not to challenge other           

non-Christian customs, lest “while seeking to win souls for Christ we             

denationalise them”. 

He went to some lengths to adapt Christianity to local conditions.                   

Confirmation became entwined with indigenous initiation ceremonies. 

Yet a Catholic hierarchical structure — arguably tinged by feelings of                

racial superiority — made the UMCA reluctant to entrust its cause              

entirely to local control. 

Driven from its mission station during the Maji Maji rebellion (1905-07), 

the UMCA’s offices were undertaken by an African priest who appears to 

have conducted them in an exemplary fashion. Once the revolt was                 

suppressed, however, he was replaced by a white UMCA missionary. The                 

African became disgruntled. He was suspended from his ministry for 

“immorality”. Enforced isolation might have to be accepted, but was to 

be ended as soon as practicable. 

Such attitudes were slow to change. No African bishops had been                       

appointed to UMCA dioceses by the time of Tanganyika’s independence 

in 1961. The UMCA did not create an African archdeacon until 1959.                    

Racial prejudice impeded progress. The UMCA, nevertheless, strove to 

Catholicise Anglicanism elsewhere. 

The 1913 Kikuyu Crisis threatened church unity. A conference had been 

convened in what became Kenya. Participants included leaders of the 

Church Missionary Society (CMS) and Evangelical missionary bodies of 

other denominations working in the area. The purpose was to discuss a 

united Protestant front in the face of “the strong and consistent policy of 

the Roman missions and the aggressive unity of Islam”. 

The gathering ended with a service at which all were invited to receive 

communion. Frank Weston, the UMCA Bishop of Zanzibar, who had not 

been present, considered the administration of the sacrament to        
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members of “non-episcopal societies” an unacceptable breach of         

principle, because he regarded the historic episcopate as of Christ’s 

own institution. He argued that the CMS was perpetrating a schism. 

Weston’s demand that the Archbishop of Canterbury adjudicate forced 

the Church’s ambiguities into the open. Anglo-Catholics in England                 

rallied in support. The Church seemed on the brink of tearing itself 

apart. Battle lines had scarcely been drawn, however, before they were 

dispersed by the outbreak of the First World War. 

The incident showed how the UMCA was prepared to jeopardise church 

unity in advancing the cause of Catholicism. While it may have averted 

one crisis, the outbreak of the First World War nearly precipitated              

another, in which Catholic principles were counter-posed with                             

patriotism. 

The UMCA combined a belief in global Catholicism with concern for its 

local followers. The two were sometimes in conflict. The British Empire 

seemed to offer a solution by providing a vehicle through which               

Catholicism’s global reach could be extended. Alarmed at European      

encroachment during the Scramble for Africa, Charles Smythies — the 

UMCA’s missionary bishop in 1890, when Germany’s influence over          

Tanganyika (present day Tanzania) was recognised — had been                      

unenthusiastic about colonisation. Fearful of the consequences of                          

German rule for the UMCA’s missions, Smythies had argued for Britain’s 

control, at least to the extent of the land opposite Zanzibar, where the 

UMCA had a mission. 

In the event, the division of the continent between European states 

found UMCA missions in areas governed by both Germany and                              

Portugal, as well as Britain. Speculating whether it was possible for the 

UMCA, representing England’s Established Church, to work “outside the 

sphere of British influence”, Smythies was to wonder whether, in finding 

itself under the jurisdiction of a foreign European state, the UMCA had 

not drawn the worst of all worlds. In words that were to haunt the UMCA, 

he proclaimed that, once they had settled in a country, missionaries of a 

Catholic Church should never — whatever other missionaries might do 
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The deadline for any items to be considered for the pew sheet is 11am                      

on Wednesdays.  

 

Unfortunately, any items received later than this may not be able to be included 

because of time constraints. 

 

— abandon it. 

THE outbreak of the First World War placed the UMCA in a dilemma. For 

some, national loyalties were of little concern. The Smythies formula                   

forbade any taking of sides which would result in forsaking the UMCA’s 

flock. From his retirement in Britain, Bishop Hine proposed that UMCA 

missionaries become naturalised German subjects to allow them to con-

tinue to tend their Tanganyikan flock. Closer to hand, Bishop Fisher, from 

the security of Britain’s Nyasaland protectorate, dismissed the Smythies 

dictum as inapplicable to a global conflict. 

Ultimately, German officials resolved the UMCA’s difficulty by interning 

its missionaries and putting their followers to work in support of their 

troops. The debate highlighted tensions between missionary duty and 

national loyalty; some, though, were untroubled by such contradictions. 

In Britain when the war broke out, Bishop Weston hurried back to Zanzi-

bar. Although considering the war the result of European sins, he har-

boured few doubts “about the justice of the English cause”. Weston 

raised and led a carrier corps to supply the Allied Forces during the East 

African campaign — a feat for which he was decorated. UMCA priests 

acted as chaplains and assisted the incoming regime, helping with the 

country’s administration in the wake of the retreating German forces. Iso-

lation became a casualty of the war. 

Unlike the case of the Galapagos flora and fauna, the UMCA’s anteced-

ents got in the way of isolation in Tanganyika. Catholic characteristics, 

tinged by racism and nationality, caused the distinctive culture that the 

UMCA had aimed for through isolation to be compromised. 
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Pray for the Anglican Church –  

for Justin, Archbishop of Canterbury; 

Archbishop Geoffrey Smith , newly 

elected Primate of Australia; Glenn, 

Archbishop of Sydney; Michael Stead, 

our Regional Bishop; and for all the 

bishops, priests, deacons and Religious 

of the Anglican Communion.  

In the Anglican Cycle of Prayer                

we are asked to pray for the Scottish 

Episcopal Church, for The Most Revd 

Mark Strange - Primus of the Scottish 

Episcopal Church & Bishop of Moray, 

Ross & Caithness and for all his clergy 

and people.  

Pray for Fr James and for                             

Fr Michael as well as for Helen and 

Antonia. May God bless them  

and their ministries and may we support 

them as they work among us in Christ’s 

name.  

Pray for St Paul’s: God of mercy, 

strengthen us to help shape a parish 

where diversity is a source of 

enrichment, compassion is common, 

life’s poetry realized, suffering 

lightened through sharing, justice 

attended, joy pervasive, hope lived, 

the hum of the universe heard, and 

together with you and each other we 

 build what is beautiful, true, worthy  

of your generosity to us, an echo of 

your kingdom. Amen. (Ted Loder) 

Pray for, St Matthew’s, Zababdeh, 

(West Bank, Palestinian 

Territorries), our Anglican 

Communion Partner: We remember 

especially their Parish Priest,  Fr 

Saleem Dawani, and his ministry in the 

parish. We remember also Jameel 

Maher, who acts as the St Matthew’s 

partnership link person with us. May 

both our parishes be blessed by the 

link we are establishing.  

Pray for the Church’s mission:  

Lord Jesus Christ, you stretched out 

your arms of love on the hard wood of 

the cross that everyone might come 

within the reach of your saving 

embrace: So clothe us in your Spirit that 

we, reaching forth our hands in love, 

may bring those who do not know you to 

the knowledge and love  of you; for the 

honour of your name. Amen. (Author 

unknown) 

Pray for our Children’s Church:  

The Lord said, ‘Let the little children 

come to me and do not forbid them for 

such is the kingdom of heaven’. Bless, 

Lord, your children who now stand 

before you in prayer. Help them to 

understand the depth of  your love.  

O Lord, bless our Children's Church 

and all its future endeavours, that 

through it we may glorify you with your 

Father and the Holy Spirit, now, always 

and forever. Amen.  

Pray for peace: Lead me from death 

to life, from falsehood to truth; lead me 

from despair to hope, from fear to trust; 

Pray throughout  

the week 
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lead me from hate to love, from war to 

peace.  

Let peace fill our hearts, our world,  our 

universe.  

Pray for all in need, we pray 

especially this week for all those people 

who feel isolated and lonely especially 

during this time of COVID restrictions. 

We pray to God that he may calm their 

fears and worries. 

Pray for : Alf; Joyce Bannister; Anne B.; 

John Burns; Rosemary B.; June Cameron; 

Dallas Cox; Eddy; Simeon Felt; Anna 

Felt; Margaret Gilmour; Margaret Hayes; 

Graeme; Enid Kell; Jessie Langenegger; 

Lily; Margaret; Kay McKinnon; David 

Morgan; Clive Norton; Alister & Sally 

Palmer; Mark Palmer; Sophie Palmer;  

Michelle Phillips; Geoff Riccord; Sarah 

Sakr; Diane Smith; Elsa Sorensen; Peter 

Sorensen; Margaret Stephenson;                   

Jean Storey; David Thompson; Geoff 

Voller; Dora Whitway; Bob Woods. 

In love and charity please 

remember the recently departed,  

especially Peter Kroger that God may 

grant him a place of refreshment, light 

and peace.   

Pray, too, for, Anthony Artinian; Sidney 

Stephens; Fay Joyce Woods; Robert 

Charles McKinnon; Annetta Lilian 

Roberts; Raymond Ronald Arthur 

Robertson; Patrick Roche Thompson; 

Gordon McColl; Richard Creak;  Pauline 

Gladys Taylor; Robert Arthur Cranley; 

William Hamilton Spicer and for any 

others whose year’s mind falls around 

this time.                          

Rest eternal grant unto them O Lord, and 

let light perpetual shine upon them!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Services during this week at St Paul’s 

Midweek communion is now back held on Wednesdays at 10.30am in the 

Chapel of our Lord's Passion. 

Commemorations noted by the lectionary this week –  

 Thursday 20th August - Bernard of Clairvaux, Abbot & Teacher (d.1153) 
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 Phone 9747 4327 

 Post PO Box 530, Burwood, NSW 1805  

 Website www.stpaulsburwood.org.au  

 Rector Fr James Collins 

  rector@stpaulsburwood.anglican.asn.au 

 Senior Assistant Priest Fr Michael Deasey OAM 

 Honorary Priest Fr Jim Pettigrew 

                            Lay Minister Ms Rosemary King 

                  Director of Music Mr David Russell  

 Parish Organist Michael Deasey FRSCM 

                  Organ Scholar Bailey Yeates  

                      Rector’s Warden  Dr Jane Carrick – 0418 399 664 

                People’s Wardens     Mrs Elizabeth Griffiths – 8033 3113 

  Mrs Pam Brock – 9747 3619  

                     Office Secretary Mrs Caroline Badra 

  (9.30am to 2.30pm, Tuesday to Friday) 

• Supporting St Paul’s Anglican Church community. 

• With 25 years of experience, we can arrange a service that is                      

personal, meaningful and reflects a person’s life. 

• We offer a wide range of options and competitive pricing. 

• Pre-Arranging a service allows you to plan the details of a                    
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  www.unityfunerals.com.au 

INDEPENDENT, AUSTRALIAN OWNED FUNERAL SERVICE 
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